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TDMA SATELLITE ONBOARD SWITCHING CENTER
ELECTRONICS

Joe Kasser
COMSAT Laboratories

Clarksburg, Maryland 20734

ABSTRACT

The introduction of TDMA into satellite communications links increases the complexity of
satellite onboard communications path routing circuitry. This paper discusses two different
design approaches to the control electronics of an onboard TDMA satellite switching
center. One approach uses custom large-scale integrated (LSI) circuitry; the other is
microprocessor based. The two designs are compared, and an optimal hardware
configuration is developed.

INTRODUCTION

The main constraints affecting the efficiency of a communications satellite system are
power, bandwidth, and utilization of the available bandwidth. In future generations of
INTELSAT satellites, power and bandwidth efficiencies are expected to be increased by
applying a technique known as frequency reuse by multiple narrow-beam, high-gain
antennas termed spot beams. The number of spot beams can be increased by antenna
pattern isolation, dual polarization, and the use of higher frequency bands. To utilize the
bandwidth efficiently, the interconnection of various transmit and receive beams must be
arranged to reflect the traffic requirements.

When TDMA is introduced, the opportunity arises to further increase the utilization
efficiency by cyclically interconnecting, in a rapid sequence, the TDMA signals present in
the various beams according to their destination. Such a technique is known as satellite-
switched/time-division multiple access (SS-TDMA) (1), (2), and (3). Hardware must be
produced for the space segment to interconnect the signals present in the different
frequency bands, polarizations, and coverage zones according to the traffic topology.

The space segment of SS-TDMA consists of a reliable fully integrated satellite switching
center (SSC), which contains a microwave switch matrix (MSM) and a programmable
distribution control unit (DCU), as shown in Figure 1.



Flexibility of interconnection must be provided to optimize the overall performance of
future multiple-beam configurations. Therefore, the SSC must have the ability to connect
any number of inputs to any number of outputs at any time. Another essential requirement
for the SSC is functional redundancy to allow the maintenance of full interconnection
between the different inputs and outputs over the operational lifetime of the satellite (7-10
years), despite a number of active and passive failures anywhere within the SSC.

Development of the space segment of SS-TDMA to date has considered the DCU and
MSM as separate entities. DCUs and MSMs were developed separately under different
contracts and were then tested at COMSAT Laboratories.

MSM

In MSM technology, 8 x 8 matrices have been built. PIN diodes constituted the main
active element in the switches. One MSM consisted of four 8 x 8 submatrices, thirty-two
3-dB interdigitated or Lange hybrids, and sixteen single-pole double-throw (SPDT)
switches. This produced an equivalent 16 x 16 MSM assembly with 256 interconnect
possibilities. Each 8 x 8 MSM subassembly consisted of eight input and eight output
distribution networks connected in a cross-bar configuration via push-pull connectors.
Coaxial PIN diode switches, which were energized or driven to provide the desired, fast
interconnection patterns, are hermetically sealed and integrated within the push-pull
connectors. In general, redundancy in the MSM can be achieved by using redundancy
networks in the inputs and/or outputs of the matrix.

DCU

The DCU can be considered a complex digital circuit driving an MSM. Parts of the DCU
operate at slow switching speeds (TT&C interface), while others operate at fast switching
speeds (MSM cross-point switching drivers). Implementation techniques for the DCU
identified at this time include the following:

a. custom LSI circuitry;

b. a single chip microprocessor, LSI memories, and custom LSI circuitry;

c. a single chip microprocessor, shift register, and standard LSI circuits (including LSI
memories); and

d. a bipolar microprocessor based design.



The DCU can be subdivided into two parts:  a telemetry and control interface (TCI), which
operates at slow speeds; and MSM switching control electronics (SCE), which operate at
high speeds (Figure 2). This functional division can also be a physical division, which has
been incorporated into all DCUs to date. An LSI version built by British Aerospace
utilized two custom LSI circuits, one performing the TCI function and one the SCE
function. In fact, the DCU contains one TCI and a number of SCEs. A DCU currently
under construction at COMSAT Laboratories uses a microprocessor based module to
perform the TCI function and custom LSI circuits for the SCEs. Table I gives performance
characteristics for a typical DCU.

Table I.  DCU Performance Characteristics

Timing
Frame Time Period 750 µs
Frame Unit 6 µs
Synchronization Bursts/Frame Period 1
Signal Bursts/Frame Period 124

MSM Interface
Logic 1 +4 ± 1 V at 5 mA max
Logic 0 0 V ± 0.2 V at 100 µA max
Rise and Fall Time 50 ns max
Delay Variation 75 ns max
Load Impedance 1 kS in parallel with 50 pF

TT&C Interface
Logic Levels TTL
Clock Rate 1 kHz

LSI CIRCUITRY

Onboard equipment of the complexity of the DCU is possible only because of recent
advances in the state of the art of LSI circuitry. Historically, as the state of the art
advanced, discrete circuitry became integrated. Clusters of integrated circuits (ICs) on
printed circuit boards were later replaced by LSI circuits. Clusters of LSI circuits are
currently being replaced by custom complex LSI circuits. In effect, today’s printed circuit
board is tomorrow’s custom LSI circuit.

LSI circuits are produced in two forms:  the custom and the standard. Each may be analog,
digital, or a mixture of both; they are differentiated only by the numbers produced. A 



standard LSI circuit (e.g., a microprocessor) may be produced in quantities of millions; a
custom LSI circuit (such as a TCI or SCE circuit) may be produced in quantities of tens.

DISCUSSION

The design, fabrication, and testing of circuits are time consuming and expensive (4). The
reliability, mass, and power aspects of an LSI based design make it very attractive for
spacecraft onboard electronics; however, the long lead time and cost aspects tend to
lengthen the construction time of the device and inflate its price (4).

The British Aerospace DCU performed its task almost as specified. Any anomalies in the
performance did not affect the MSM control functions and could easily be corrected in a
remake of the ICs which would, however, be expensive and time consuming. The project
exceeded its initial time allowance by more than a year because of the long lead times
involved in the manufacture of the ICs. It should be emphasized that a chip size of 0.3 in. x
0.285 in. approaches the limits of current manufacturing technology. In addition, the circuit
design proved to be more difficult than expected because of the extreme values of circuit
parameters caused by the large dimensions involved (such as stray capacitance effects).

The COMSAT Laboratories DCU uses an LSI circuit to perform the SCE function and a
microprocessor based module to perform the TCI task. The fabrication of SCE circuits has
taken much longer than expected because of the problems associated with designing a TTL
breadboard of a metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) integrated circuit. The complexity of
the circuitry and the highspeed requirements have resulted in an IC that also challenges the
state of the art. The microprocessor module uses complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) technology and incorporates an 1802 microprocessor. Thus, the
COMSAT Laboratories DCU differs from that of British Aerospace by virtue of the
microprocessor based TCI unit.

At the time of writing, the testing of the breadboard SCE is not complete. Several
anomalies remain in its operation, such as the uncertainty of whether the SCE is shifting
out the contents of its memory (up to 4000 bits) with a timing error so that the data are
skewed by one bit with respect to the clock. The TCI unit is thus designed to be flexible
enough so that any further undiscovered anomalies built into the LSI version of the SCE
can be compensated for in the TCI software.

THE FUTURE

Any technology employed in the manufacture of LSI circuits intended for use onboard
communications satellites must be radiation hard. This is because ambient radiation levels
at geosynchronous altitudes tend to destroy most MOS LSI circuits well within the 7-year



lifetime design goal (5). As the state of the art advances, the capability for increasing IC
complexity will improve, and designers will be urged to integrate as much circuitry as
possible onto the slice of silicon. If custom LSI is used, the cost of low-volume spacecraft
onboard hardware will also increase. Therefore, a compromise between standard and
custom LSI may be used to implement a function. For example, a DCU contains slow-
speed circuits which perform tasks easily accomplished by a microprocessor. It contains a
large redundant memory and circuits which control the flow of data between the memory
and the outside world.

If a standard LSI circuit is used to implement the memory and microprocessor circuitry, a
small custom section could be designed to perform the control function. LSI design
techniques for nonrandom circuitry (e.g., memory circuits) are well established. Thus,
instead of building the unit with a number of packages, a fully integrated design could be
implemented on a single silicon substrate using a mixture of standard and custom circuitry
layout techniques. Today, a thick film technology would be required; in the future thin film
could be used.

SUMMARY

The advance in the state of the art has made low-cost LSI circuitry possible for volume
applications. Traditional spacecraft designs are using low-volume, high-cost custom LSI or
microprocessor based devices. Future spacecraft hardware could be built on large silicon
wafers incorporating both high-volume (microprocessor) circuits and low-volume (special
purpose) circuits using thin film techniques that are equivalent to today’s thick film
techniques.
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Figure 1.  SS-TDMA Space Segment Block Diagram



Figure 2.  DCU Internal Positioning

 




